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1 /  Comics Book

• Emmanuel Guibert, Ariol tome 1 : Un petit âne comme vous et moi, Bayard BD
ISBN : 978-2-7470-2440-2

• Patrick Sorbal, Les Légendaires tome 1 : La Pierre de Jovénia, Delcourt
ISBN : 2-84789-450-0

• Dominique de Saint-Mars, Max et Lili ne font pas leurs devoirs, Calligram
ISBN :978-2-8848-0023-5

2 /  Picture books

• Hervé Tullet, Sans titre, Bayard Jeunesse
ISBN : 978-2-7470-4592-6

• Marios Ramos, Mon ballon, L'école des loisirs
ISBN : 9782211208277

• Marios Ramos, Mon ballon, L'école des loisirs
ISBN : 9782211208277

• Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod, Rita et Machin, Gallimard Jeunesse
ISBN : 9782070646944 

• Orianne Lallemand et Eléonore Thuillier,  Le loup qui  voulait  changer  de couleur, 
Auzou

ISBN : 9782733820278 
• Collectif, Les petites histoires du Père Castor pour faire rire les petits, Flammarion

ISBN : 978-2081204287
• Thierry Courtin, T'choupi est trop gourmand, Nathan

ISBN : 978-2-09-202025-8 

3 /  Children books
• Christian Jolibois  et  Christian  Heinrich,  Les P'tites  poules :  La petite  poule qui  

voulait voir la mer, Pocket Jeunesse
ISBN : 978-2266151184

• Suzie Morgenstern, L'orpheline dans un arbre, L'école des loisirs
ISBN : 9782211079488

• René Goscinny et Sempé, Le petit Nicolas, Gallimard Jeunesse
ISBN : 2070380173

• Arnaud Alméras, Calamity Mamie, Nathan
ISBN : 978-2-09-253498-4 

• Timothée de Fombelle, Tobie Lolness, La vie suspendue, Gallimard Jeunesse
ISBN : 978-2-07-0619634 

• Brigitte Coppin, Mon histoire : Au temps de François Ier, Gallimard Jeunesse
ISBN : 9782070617395 



1 /  Comics 

• Emmanuel Guibert, Ariol tome 1 : Un petit âne comme vous et moi, Bayard BD

ISBN : 978-2-7470-2440-2

Synopsis : Ariol  is  a small  blue donkey with  glasses. He lives in  a suburb with his 

daddy and mummy. His best friend is a pigglet. He is in love with a beautiful heifer in 

his class. His teacher is a great dog and his gym teacher a big chicken. In short, Ariol 

is exactly like you and me.

Author : Emmanuel  Guibert  was born  in  1964 in  Paris.  He has authored many great  graphic  novels  for 

readers young and old, from the raucous and silly Sardine in Outer Space series, as well  as the funny and 

charming The Professor’s Daughter, with Joann Sfar.

Illustrator : Marc Boutavant was born in 1970. Originating from Burgundy (as do the best snails in France – 

according to Marc) he now lives and works in Paris. His work springs from a wry observation of life and the 

interaction of his friends and children. Their  quirks of personality, mannerisms and reactions to situations 

are transposed onto his characters. These are creatures with a full gamut of emotions.

• Patrick Sorbal, Les Légendaires tome 1 : La Pierre de Jovénia, Delcourt

ISBN : 2-84789-450-0

Synopsis :It  existed  once  a small  group  of  five  companions,  heroes  named  “The 

Legendaries”, who were fighting against  the lord of Evil.  Each of them embodied a 

virtue such as courage, strength or intelligence... But  during the final  confrontation 

with their enemy, the Jovénia Stone was shattered and the entire world rejuvenated. 

The Legendaries,  despite  their  strength,  did  not  escape from  it  and fell  back  to 

childhood too. Despised and hunted by those who once admired them and who now 

hold them responsible of their  misfortune, the Legendaries parted. Years later,  Danael, the young leader, 

would find one by one his former  companions to reform the Legendaries. He said having found a way to 

repair their mistake...

Author and illustrator : Patrick Sorbal used to be a porcelain decorator for over 12 years before he came into 

the  public  eye  in  2004.  Influenced  by  the  art  of  mangas,  his  enchanting  sixteen-volume  series  ‘Les 

Légendaires’ had a resounding success in France.



• Dominique de Saint-Mars, Max et Lili ne font pas leurs devoirs, Calligram

ISBN :978-2-8848-0023-5

Synopsis :  Max and Lili  try to avoid homeworks and lessons...  Any pretext  is  good. 

Obviously, they loose time doing so and get upset for not having any to play ! How to 

get out of this ? This book of Max and Lili  shows that homeworks, also stressful  for 

tired parents, are useful to review what we have learned in class and practice with the 

right to be wrong. If parents and teachers listen and support  each other, it  can even 

become a moment of sharing that the child brings home, and why not a pleasure ?

Author : Dominique de Saint Mars is born in Marocco in 1949. She created the Max et Lili series with Serge 

Bloch. She writes scenes which give children a voice and express their emotions. Engaged in causes against 

maltreatment and psychological suffering, Dominique de Saint-Mars, still  listening to children, knows how to 

select the right words which speak to youngsters and encourage family dialogue



2 /  Picture books

• Hervé Tullet, Sans titre, Bayard Jeunesse

ISBN : 978-2-7470-4592-6

Synopsis : In this book there are characters (still  a bit messy) and an author (shush ! 

He is working). Of course, because the book is not finished ! But since you are there 

and you want a story, they will try to give you one...!

Author and illustrator : Hervé Tullet was born in 1958 in Normandy. After studying 

Fine Arts and Decorative Arts, he worked as an Art Director for ten years. In 1990 he 

produced his first illustrations for the press. In 1994, his first book for children was published.

• Marios Ramos, Mon ballon, L'école des loisirs

ISBN : 9782211208277

Synopsis : Little Red Riding Hood is very proud. Her mummy just gave her a lovely red 

ball.  The little  girl  goes into the woods and began to sing joyously “a  walk  in  the 

woods...” Ah ! Who is also wandering around ? Is it a fox ? A bus ? A locomotive ? No, 

it's the lion, shod of his trainers, who run like a champ. Six unexpected  encounters 

later and six rhymes in more, Little Red Riding Hood does not even recognize the big 

bad wolf... PAF !

Author and illustrations : Mario Ramos is born in Belgium in 1958. Like all  children, He used to draw. He 

simply never  stopped. In his work  the text  and the drawings are closely linked, they both  tell  the story. 

Without forgetting humour. Picture books for children also speak to adults, hence the importance of different 

reading levels. Anyhow, children always understand much more than you think they do.

• Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod, Rita et Machin, Gallimard Jeunesse

ISBN : 9782070646944 

Synopsis : Rita loves disguising herself, running and being the leader. Machin, the 

dog, loves chewing, sleeping and cheating at chess. With these funny friends: 

impossible to be bored for even a moment !

Author  : Born  in  Bordeaux,  Jean-Philippe  Arrou-Vignod  is  the  second  of  six 

brothers, the famous “Jean-something” of La famille aux petits oignons. An avid 

reader  since  childhood,  he  went  to  the  École  Normale  Supérieure,  obtained  his  agrégation [teaching 

certificate for high school and above], and began teaching in 1984. That same year he published Le Rideau 

sur la nuit in Gallimard's Blanche collection and it won the prize for a first novel.

Illustrator : Olivier  Tallec was born in Brittany in 1970. After  graduating from the Ecole Supérieure d'Art 



graphique  in  Paris  he  worked  in  advertising  as a graphic  designer,  after  which  he  devoted  himself  to 

illustration.  Since  then  he  has  done  numerous  illustrations  for  newspapers  and  magazines  and  has 

illustrated over 50 books for children. He's fascinated by textiles and by all forms of popular culture. An avid 

traveler, he divides his time between Paris, where he lives, and far-flung adventures.

• Orianne Lallemand et Eléonore Thuillier,  Le loup qui  voulait  changer  de couleur, 

Auzou

ISBN : 9782733820278 

Synopsis : Mr. Wolf is in a very bad mood. This morning, he does no longer like 

his colour of origin! He really has the intention to try on other ones, just to see 

what it  feels to be someone else... If  the idea seems good at first,  it  will  be 

much  more  complicated  to  implement...  And  Mr.  Wolf  really  needs  to  ask 

himself a tons of questions about who he really is. Does he will  finish by accept 

himself as he really is ?

Author : Orianne Lallemand has had her  work  published by numerous publishers.  A lover  of  books and 

writing, she spends her  time writing stories and conducting book workshops in  schools  and libraries in 

Brittany. 

Illustrator : Eleonore Thuillier was a fashion designer for a well-known Parisian label. She left her career to 

dedicate herself to illustrating books for children. She is the illustrator of numerous published titles.

• Collectif, Les petites histoires du Père Castor pour faire rire les petits, Flammarion

ISBN : 978-2081204287

Synopsis :  From the first  to  the  last  page,  young (and grown ups) will  enjoy this 

compilation of eighteen amusing and engaging stories. Full  of funny and surprising 

twists, they are staging the favourites heroes of the youngest such as Santa Claus, 

animals or teachers.

Collective work by Sylvie  Poillevé,  Marie-Hélène Delval,  Magdalena,  Nadine Brun-

Cosme

• Thierry Courtin, T'choupi est trop gourmand, Nathan

ISBN : 978-2-09-202025-8 

Synopsis : T'choupi is too greedy! He nibbles whenever he can...An when his favourite 

dish arrives on the table : fries and chicken, he can no longer swallow anything.

Author  and illustrations : Thierry  courtin lives  in  Paris  (France)  where  he  studied 

graphic art. He worked for Bayard-Presse and became the Art Director of the magazine 

Youpi and illustrated for  the magazine  Popi. Thierry has also written and illustrated 

books for many major French and American publishers 



3 /  Children books

• Christian Jolibois  et  Christian  Heinrich,  Les P'tites  poules :  La petite  poule qui  

voulait voir la mer, Pocket Jeunesse

ISBN : 978-2266151184

Synopsis :  Carmella  is  a chicken living happily in  a henhouse.  While  it  is  widely 

assumed that the only job of a chicken is to lay eggs, Carmella doesn't buy into this. 

She believes that  there must  be many more interesting things to do; her  biggest 

dream is to watch the sea. Although her father is furious over this so-called crazy 

idea, Carmella nonetheless begins her  adventure without  so much as a goodbye. 

Thus opens the first episode of the hugely popular storybook "There is a Mess in the  

Henhouse.

Author and Illustrator : The small  chicks written by Christian Jolibois and drawn by Christian Heinrich have 

become a worldwide buzz: more than 2 million books sold in France, the stories are now translated in 20 

languages, like Chinese, German, English, etc. 

• Suzie Morgenstern, L'orpheline dans un arbre, L'école des loisirs

ISBN : 9782211079488

Synopsis : “Describe the life of a Californian family in three hundred words.” With such a 

title, Clara-Camille Caramel had only a little chance to win the writing contest. California 

is far, far away from the Cote d'Azur. And she does not no what family life is about Her 

parents were killed in a plane accident when she was two and a half years old and her 

grandmother died four years later. But writing is her passion. Imagination too. And what 

is to imagine, if  not  that  you are missing ? So she won. The best  prize is a stay in a 

Californian family. A real family. With a charming young boy. His name is Jeremiah and he writes funny and 

poetic letters to Clara-Camille. The problem is that when she arrives in San Fransisco, she falls on a seventy 

five years old Jeremiah who lives alone with a giant dog and builds tree houses. Clara-Camille has two weeks 

to take a decision. But what if she took the opportunity to discover much more than a family ?

Author : Susie Morgenstern was born in 1945 in Newark, New Jersey. She credited the start of her writing to 

her family, who was always too vivacious for her to talk. She always had a love for writing. Kids in school 

often called her Susie Shakespeare, a name that then made her cry, but now she would take graciously. She 

was  editor  of  her  high  school  paper  and  continued  to  write  in  college  (Hebrew  University  in 

Jerusalem). Knowing three words of  French, she picked up her  life and moved to France with  him. With 

inspiration from her two children, Susie began to write children's novels. She says the content matter grew 

as her children did. She believes in the simple beauties in life, and says that's one of the places from where 

she  draws  her  inspiration.  She  says  that  today  she  continues  to  draw  inspiration  from  her  three 

grandchildren. 



• René Goscinny et Sempé, Le petit Nicolas, Gallimard Jeunesse

ISBN : 2070380173

Synopsis :  The little  Nicolas seems to be a child like any other. Yet, the story of his 

adventures never ends to surprise by the number of nonsense that him and his small 

group of friends set off constantly ! And you must be patient and have a lot of merit, as 

his  teacher  or  his  parents  to  live  with  such  a little  monster  !  No  adult  seems  to 

withstand Nicolas and his friends, Agnan the “chouchou”, Eudes the strong one, the 

photographer of the school, the inspector in person, not even the director or the poor 

supervisor,  Mr. Bouillon. In short,  the little  Nicolas and his band bring a joyous disorder  and a beautiful  

discord wherever they go.

Author : René Goscinny (14 August 1926 – 5 November 1977) was an award-winning French comics editor and 

writer, who is best known internationally for the comic book Astérix, which he created with illustrator Albert 

Uderzo. He creqted Nichola in 1959.

Illustrations : Jean-Jacques Sempé, usually known as Sempé he was born 17 August 1932 in Bordeaux. Some 

of his cartoons are quite striking, but retain a sentimental and often a somewhat gentle edge to them, even if 

the topic is a difficult one to approach. He once drew the series called Le petit Nicolas, but he is best known 

for  his  poster-like  illustrations,  usually  drawn  from  a  distant  or  high  viewpoint  depicting  detailed 

countrysides or cities.

• Arnaud Alméras, Calamity Mamie, Nathan

ISBN : 978-2-09-253498-4 

Synopsis :  Wednesdays'  afternoon  at  Calamity  mamie's  are  a  real  treat  !  She 

devours her grandson's pack of licorice, floods the house of bubble bath or breaks 

the neighbour's window playing football !  We never get bored with Calamity Mamie !

Author :  Arnaud Alméras lives in Parisian suburb.  He writes stories for  children 

which more often than not combine humour with comedy. He is a writer/contributor 

to J'aime Lire, a periodical for young readers

Illustrations : Jean-Louis Besson was born in 1932 in Paris. He is a published author of graphic novels and 

an illustrator of children's books since the 70s.
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• Timothée de Fombelle, Tobie Lolness, La vie suspendue, Gallimard Jeunesse

ISBN : 978-2-07-0619634 

Synopsis :  Hiding in the tree, running among the branches, exhausted, with bleeding 

feets,  Tobie  flees,  pursued  by  his  own  kind...  Tobie  Lolness  is  not  taller  than  a 

millimetre and a half. He belongs to the people who lives in the big oak since the dawn 

of time. Because his father has refused to reveal the secret of a revolutionary invention, 

his family has been exiled, imprisoned and sentenced to death. Only Tobie was able to 

escape. But for how long ?

Author : Timothée de Fombelle was born in 1973 in Paris. At first he was a literature teacher. After teaching 

in Paris and Vietnam, he became a playwright. In 2006, he made his debut as an author with Tobie , a young 

adult novel published by Gallimard Jeunesse. The novel met with great success and has been translated into 

29 languages. It has received 20 awards, including the English Marsh Award, the Italian Andersen Award, and 

most French awards for children's literature. 

• Brigitte Coppin, Mon histoire : Au temps de François Ier, Gallimard Jeunesse

ISBN : 9782070617395 

Synopsis : Tours, 1515. The young Anne Cormes awaits the arrival of King François Ier. 

The sovereign must  settle  with  his  court  in  his  castle of  Amboise, which promises 

splendid feasts. But, in the midst of preparations, the royal family intendant warn them 

about Anthony's irresponsible behaviour, Anne's brother. Their father decides to send 

his son fighting in Italy. 

Author  : Brigitte  Coppin was  born  in  1955 in  Normandy.  She now lives  in  Toulouse.  She studied  both 

mediaeval history and history of art  at La Sorbonne University in Paris. She brings to her  young readers 

precise and documented informations. In her  novels she likes to mix aventure, mystery, a bit  of  thrilling 

details and love. 
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